Welcome to the next Monash Update for 2019. This issue contains key information on scholarships and entry schemes, upcoming Monash events, and course updates.

Kind regards,
Domestic Student Recruitment team

**KEY DATES**

- **Inside Monash - Architecture**  
  > 13 June
- **Monash Information Evening - Ballarat**  
  > 18 June
- **Inside Monash - Psychology**  
  > 25 June
- **Inside Monash - Business (CBD)**  
  > 26 June
- **Year 10 Discovery Day**  
  > 4 July
- **Inside Monash - Science**  
  > 11 July

**GENERAL UPDATE**
**SCHOLARSHIPS**

At Monash, we offer one of the most generous scholarship programs in the country.

- **Merit:** awarded to students to achieve high ATAR scores
- **Equity:** awarded to students who have experienced educational disadvantage or other difficult circumstances
- **Travel:** awarded to students undertaking a study tour, studying at a Monash international campus or partner institution
- **Placement:** awarded to students who undertake placement during their degree
- **Others:** awarded to students who contribute their academic talents or non-academic interests to Monash, such as sport and music or students pursuing honours and further research

Each scholarship may have a different application process – or none at all. Learn more on our scholarships application page.

**MONASH GUARANTEE AND SEAS**

If you have students who have experienced educational disadvantage and want to pursue a university education, encourage them to apply for the Monash Guarantee and the Special Entry Access Scheme (SEAS).

These entry schemes can help students enter their preferred course by considering their circumstances as part of their application. They can use the SEAS calculator to estimate their adjustments and find courses.

To apply, students must submit a SEAS application via VTAC after lodging a course application. Students who apply for SEAS and include Monash courses in their preference list will automatically be considered for the Monash Guarantee.

**YEAR 10 DISCOVERY DAY**

Year 10 Discovery Day is the perfect opportunity for students to get a taste of what it’s like to study at uni. There will be a jam-packed schedule with faculty-run workshops as well as info sessions to give the students hints and tips on how to achieve a top ATAR score.

**Date:** Thursday 4 July  
**Time:** 8.50am - 2.00pm  
**Venue:** South One Lecture Theatre, 43 Rainforest Walk, Clayton campus

Find Out More

Find Out More

Registration Details
MONASH MINDS STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

The opportunities gained through a Monash University scholarship extend beyond study. A selection of Monash scholarship recipients are eligible to apply for the Monash Minds Student Leadership Program, an opportunity to develop leadership skills and make a positive difference to others.

Embodying Monash's principle of community service, students will increase leadership competence and confidence by volunteering in local communities and engaging with prominent leaders from a variety of disciplines.

START A FREE ONLINE COURSE FROM MONASH IN JULY

Our two most popular online short courses are running again from 1 July. These courses have attracted 500,000 learners in just three years!

**Mindfulness for Wellbeing & Peak Performance**
Distracted or overwhelmed? Learn mindfulness techniques to reduce stress and improve focus. This course would benefit all students, especially Year 12s. 4 weeks x 3 hrs.

**Food as Medicine**
Explore the role of food in health and use nutrition science to improve your food choices. 3 weeks x 4 hrs.

Monash online short courses are offered for free through the FutureLearn platform.

FACULTY UPDATE

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
NEW BACHELOR OF POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS COURSE

This elite degree is designed for deep thinkers who want to have a real impact on shaping our society. Students will study the inter-relationship between politics, philosophy and economics. Core study requirements will develop their ability to think critically about analysis, strategy and leadership and they will learn how to transform big ideas into tangible results.

Indicative ATAR 90 plus interview, English and Maths requirements.

For more information, contact Georgina Gibson via email or on 03 9902 0344.

INTRODUCING THE DIRECTOR, BACHELOR OF POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS

"Effecting change in the social world involves negotiating complex issues that generate equally complex ethical dilemmas. The interdisciplinary study of Politics, Philosophy and Economics equips graduates with essential skills to address contemporary problems in holistic, creative and effective ways." - Dr Ben Wellings.

Hear Dr Wellings and his colleagues speak on 'The Rise of Populism' in this episode of A Different Lens.
BOOSTING THE CHANCE OF ENTRY INTO MEDICINE

Students who grew up in rural Victoria can boost their chances of entry into Medicine via a special entry scheme: the Dean's Rural List.

ATAR, UCAT results and performance at an interview are equally weighted components of an application to study Medicine. Students who apply via the Dean's Rural List can boost their chances of being invited to an interview.

If they spent five consecutive years or a total of ten years living outside a major Australian city, then they're eligible to apply.

Find Out More

A PATIENT’S JOURNEY: SHOWCASING CAREERS IN HEALTHCARE

When someone is affected by illness or injury, there’s a team of healthcare professionals working together to get them back to health. When considering a career in health, students are familiar with doctors and nurses, but may be less so with other allied health professions - like radiographers, physiotherapists, paramedics, occupational therapists and social workers.

Our new video ‘A Patient’s Journey’ is designed to show the important role each healthcare profession plays in a recovery journey.

Watch Now

PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

YEAR 12 REVISION CLASSES AND COURSE WEBINARS

Undergraduate Course Webinar - 18 June
Do your students want to know where an interest in chemistry can lead? Have they heard of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences but don't really understand the difference? Learn about our courses from the comfort of home.

Stoichiometry Revision and HPLC Practicals - July School Holidays
Year 12 Chemistry students are invited to a number of upcoming events centred around HPLC and Stoichiometry. All content aligns with the VCE curriculum and showcases Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Science careers.

**ENGINEERING**

**YEAR 8 CHALLENGE**

Year 8 students can dive into the wonderful world of engineering with this three day program running from 1-3 July. With seven exciting workshops on offer, students will experience a range of engineering disciplines.

They'll conduct experiments, design, build and test structures, construct electrical gadgets, play with robots, learn about new materials and explore AI.

**FACULTY TOURS**

Students interested in studying engineering will have a chance to see our fantastic facilities up close at a special guided tour on 12 July.

During the tour, there'll be an opportunity to speak with current students about what it's really like to study engineering, get a glimpse of the projects our student teams are working on and find out everything you need to know about our courses.

**MONASH ENGINEERING GIRLS (MEG) – ACCESS ALL AREAS**

If you have students interested in signing up for our Monash Engineering Girls (MEG) program, now is a great time! During the July holidays, we will be running our ‘Access All Areas’ exploration of the engineering precinct.
MEG members will get a special behind the scenes look at our facilities, and meet some of our inspiring students.

Monash Business School alumni, Elliott Batiste, is starting his career in a prestigious consulting firm, Grant Thornton after completing his Bachelor of Accounting.

“I love maths, numbers and Excel. You’ll discover what makes accounting so vital to business success, and why it’s more than a numbers game ... There are so many opportunities. I travelled to Wellington, LA and Washington with Monash and Beta Alpha Psi, a worldwide society. I was offered a position at Grant Thornton before I graduated.”

Hear more from Elliott about the benefits of studying with Monash Business School via the button below.
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